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the only piece of hardware that was missing was a chromatic tuner, and as a fiddle player this is the first thing i check when i hear a piano. the grand 3 comes with one, along with a keyboard tuner that also functions as a pitch shifter. now, you may wonder why steinberg have included a pitch shifter.
surely the chromatic is good enough? well, maybe not. for what it's worth, i've used the pitch shifter on a grand and it's not exactly a doddle to use. nevertheless, the chromatic tuner is a godsend. it's not perfect, but it's just good enough to get the job done. it also has the benefit of being included in the

piano's internal library, so you don't have to mess around with the external library. if you're a teacher, it's a godsend. if you're a newbie, it's a godsend. if you're an in-between beginner and advanced, it's a godsend. it's a godsend. so, let's hear it for steinberg! these pianos are absolutely wonderful. with a
little tweaking and editing they could be even better and i think they really deserve a bit more attention than they've received so far. (you can, of course, modify the original wave files steinberg have provided and make them as good as you like). there's a lot of potential here and i'm sure the grand 3 will
find a place in many people's libraries. hello, i know this is old, but i'm sure there's a solution out there that someone out there has figured out to solve this problem. i have a new keyboard. it's a yamaha, and i bought it for a couple of hundred dollars. i'm running latest os x (10.11.5). the keys work fine, i
just can't get the sonics out of the piano. the sonics are horrible. they're just like the entry-level acoustic piano sounds. when i click on "piano" on the midi toolbar, no software comes up (this is what i'm expecting). when i click on "midi" nothing comes up. when i click on "keyboard" i get 2 new tabs, one

labeled "other" and the other labeled "editors". no software comes up in either tab. when i try and load a sample in a channel in the "other" tab, nothing happens. when i try to load a sample in a channel in the "editors" tab, nothing happens. the samples are there and i can see them in the sample
browser, but they don't do anything. i can't even edit the samples. i can't download them. i can't save them. i can't save them as a new sample. i can't load a sample in a channel. i can't export the sample. i can't open a sample in a channel. i can't play a sample in a channel. i can't create a keyboard track

from a sample. i can't create a track from a keyboard sample.
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